Most modern Neopagans were not born into and grew up within
a Neopagan cutlure, so is their adoption of cultural elements
from outside their birth culture a case of cultural diffusion or is
it just the misappropriation of another culture's practices?
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Is there a dividing
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to paraphase
Harry Truman
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passes here"
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philosophy - ethics

morals & ethics

remember the
complexity of
etic & emic views
in anthropology?

the adoption of elements of one culture by
members of a different culture;
specifically, the use by cultural outsiders of
a minority culture's cultural elements

both morals and ethics, describe behavior in
reference to right and wrong. modern usage
assigns moral to behavior dictated by internal
standards and ethical to behavior dictated by
external standards.

ethics are
not morals

modification of relationships, formerly untainted by commerce, into commercial relationships
dominant Western culture (the 800 lb, insane gorilla in the room)
refers to the adoption of cultural elements,
taken from minority cultures by members of
the dominant culture, and using them
outside their original cultural context
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people
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culture belongs
to all the people

indigenous people have folklore not culture;
they exercise superstitions not religions;
they speak dialects not languages;
they manufacture craftwork not art
(sounds familiar?)

these attitudes often lead to
a misuse of indigenous culture
as only the possibility to
generate profit is of interest
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dominant Western culture (the 800 lb, insane gorilla in the room)
social control
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guilt-based
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—
weak ethics

internally
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individual - me

the quality of being genuine
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—
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shame-based
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—
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freedom from simulation, hypocrisy,
disguise, or false pretense
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—
sincerity
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so what
do we do?

remember
practice does not
automatically
mean inclusion

understand that it's up to an
individual and the members* of each
culture to negotiate an understanding
(*some members may not agree)
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This decision tree indicates how
you're likely to be perceived within
the framework of negotiated
situational ethics*.
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* 1) Ethics are always negotiated
2) When the situation changes
they must be renegotiated
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